OUR MISSIONS: Love of learning – Grow Spiritually – Foster Respect – Serve our Community – Opportunity to Flourish – Prepare and Equip

Year 4
Autumn 1– Devon
Key Skills:






To compare and contrast West Sussex
with
another county in the UK
To develop their geographical knowledge
and understanding of counties and the
countries of the UK
To use atlases and the Internet to develop
their spatial understanding of the UK and
promote geographical enquiry

Subject Geography
Spring – NA
Key Skills




Key Skills





Key questions:
 Can I recognise and name all 4 countries of
the UK?
 What is a county?
 Can I name any counties in the UK?
 Can I name and locate cities in the UK?
 Can I locate and label towns in Devon on a map of
the county?
 Can I draw a map of our school buildings and
create a key?

Key questions:

Learning and Activities

Learning and Activities

Name and locate the four countries (all) and capital
cities (some) of the United Kingdom
Children to use atlases/maps to draw in the lines to
separate the four countries of the UK.
Bingo activity to try and start recognising counties in
the UK
Children to have a blank map of Southern English
counties to find and label. (using an atlas to help
them)
Children to write the names of each of the places in
Devon that we have been researching for our
persuasive posters on a map of Devon

Summer 1 & 2– Rivers and Mountains
To understand the journey of a river
To describe and understand key features
of rivers
To be able to use grid references and
glossaries in an atlas
To begin to describe and understand
mountain features

Key questions:









How do rivers work?
What are the features of a river?
What rivers do we have in our country?
What rivers do we have in the world?
What defines a mountain and what are the
features?
Do I know the names of any mountain
ranges?
Do I know any famous mountains and data
relating to them?

Learning and Activities
Work from what the children know already
Children to label a sheet of the journey of a river with
the parts of the river on it. Introduce from a PP
Look at the course of the river Arun using Google
Earth
Visit Pulborough Brooks and take pictures . Children
to provide commentary on the pictures relating to
geography learnt so far.
Children to create a collage showing the path of a
river form its source to the sea.
Treasure hunt activity to find grid references
Finding rivers in the world from grid references.
Using an atlas to find rivers of the world

Children to use the Internet to research geographical
and human geography relating to Devon.
Children to draw a map of our school and the
buildings and create their own key.

What is the definition of a mountain?
Children to label features of a mountain
Children to choose and match pictures of mountains
in contrasting locations.
Familiarise the children with some famous mountains
and the data on them.
Look a video cilps from the bbc site on mountain
ranges and expeditions.

Extension and Enrichment Opportunities
Visit to Pulborough Brooks to look at the river
Arun and its tributaries

